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Introduction
Of the oldest texts written in native Japanese that still exist today, waka (poems) and senmyō (imperial edicts) from 
the 8th century comprise the largest part. In this period, texts were usually written in Classical Chinese, but waka
and senmyō were written in native Japanese using kanji (Chinese characters). 

Senmyō are included in "Shoku Nihongi," a history of events in Japan 
written at the end of the 8th century.

senmyō-gaki
Content words such as nouns and verbs are 
written in large Chinese characters, while 
function words such as particles are written in 
small Chinese characters.

Morphological information is annotated for each word. Some of the logograms in senmyō can be read either in 
Chinese or Japanese. Both readings can be searched.
The corpus has been made publicly accessible through an online search application called “Chūnagon.”

Characteristics of the corpus 

These are the pronunciations of native 
Japanese words. However, many are not 
found in other genres, and so are 
unfamiliar to anyone other than senmyō
specialists.

Japanese readingsChinese readings

We annotate Chinese readings for 
kanji compound words, place names 
and numbers. Users who are not 
senmyō specialists may be familiar 
with these readings. 

Click here for more information.
For example, the Chinese reading for “嫡子”(legitimate child) is 1 word. But the Japanese equivalent is 4 words, 
consisting of “嫡妻”(Eldest wife), “腹”(belly), “の”(genitive case) and “御子“(son). Here we can find information 
for all words. And a search for any of the component words will also yield “嫡子" as part of the results.

Original text

The text for search is an 
electronic text transliterated 
from source materials. The 
characters used in writing are 
crucial for senmyō research. We 
can check the original text here.

Key

A logogram, like “親王” (meaning “prince“) 
here, maps onto Chinese or Japanese readings. 
Phonograms, like “乃” (pronounced “no”), 
map onto specific syllables in Japanese words. 

meaning pronunciation

“親王” “prince” “miko” or ”sinnō”

“乃” particle “no”
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